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On my radio show I frequently use the phrase, “Focus on what you want, not
what you don’t want.” As humans we tend to let our minds go to that place…
you know what I’m referring to, it’s the place of never-ending, mumbo jumbo,
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crazy, negative, nonsensical thoughts that just cycle around and around all
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day long in our heads. If we’re truly paying attention, we’ll even notice that it’s
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often the same thoughts, past events and irritating people that keep re-
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surfacing. Wouldn’t it be great if we could just, “Stop the Madness”? Well you
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can!
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Here’s a fun and easy way to release for good, those negative, destructive
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thoughts:
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Look around for something to drop that won’t break like a book, and then
close your eyes and think the negative thought while holding it. Put all your
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frustration, anger, worry, etc., around that issue into the object. Then take a
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deep breath and… DROP IT while exhaling. (Don’t throw it…. just drop it!) If
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you have to do this more than once, that’s fine. A book is good because it’s
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heavy and makes a louder noise than say a pen or your keys. There’s
something about the physical act of dropping an object and hearing it land
that encourages the release of the negative emotion. You can also add
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healing words like, “I choose to release all thoughts pertaining to (fill in this
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space) or I ask my Higher Power and Angels to help me release this thought
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for my highest good and well-being.” Your desire to let this go plus the
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physical act and spoken words create the energy for the release.
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This DOES work if you are truly ready to let it go but you’ll have to do it more
than once until the cycle finally stops. It will gradually decrease in its
appearance and pretty soon you’ll notice that you rarely think that thought
anymore. Give it try… you have nothing to lose and only happiness, well-
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being and a positive mental attitude to gain from this exercise!
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Hint: New Year’s Resolution…To Think More Positive Thoughts!
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